
Decide to transition.

Locate a specialist
authorized to assist. 

Do you live in 
Vancouver,
 Edmonton,
 or Toronto?

You will likely need to travel 
to one of these cities 

repeatedly to see
 a specialist.

  Start saving money.

Request referral to specialist
from a primary care provider

(family doctor, psychologist etc).

Wait for appointment
with specialist (9-14 months).

Travel to see specialist.

Do you live in 
BC,

Alberta,
or Ontario?

You cannot change your driver's
 license gender marker without SRS1.

From the specialist, obtain a letter
 for the DMV requesting a
 change of gender marker.

Apply to DMV for new license,
 updating name, photo and

 gender marker**.

Congratulations! 
You may now be able to fly

 within Canada, provided the airline
 gate agents do not question your

gender presentation*.

Do you need/wish
 to be able to

 travel internationally?

Finish. Enjoy Canada and 
best forget the rest of the world.

Continue to sex reassignment
 surgery (SRS) application.

  Note: you must be pursuing SRS
 in order to obtain a passport
with an appropriate gender

marker, whether you want SRS or not. 
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A Plan for the real life
 experience (RLE) period.

Obtain new wardrobe.

Are you
 currently employed

 or a full-time
student?

The RLE requires you to be working
or a student.  Get a job, presenting as your
 new role. This will be extremely difficult.**

Come out to your boss/teacher
 and co-workers.  Be prepared to
lose your job, being transgender

 is not an overtly protected class2.

Did you manage to
get or keep a job?

Congratulations, you avoided what
 26% of your peers could not3.

Continue working.  Hopefully you don't
 suffer limited promotional prospects,

 reduced pay, or harassment like 
47% of your peers3.

Have you 
worked for

1 year in-role?
Do you live in 

Alberta?

Work another year.

Did you become a 
resident of a different

 province during
 your RLE?

RLE time 
is not transferable

 between trans
 health clinics.  

Start RLE again4.

You have met the
 RLE requirement.

Locate a 2nd specialist to provide
 a letter supporting your

 eligibility to apply for SRS 
May require out-of-city or

out-of-province travel.

Wait to see specialist
 (3+ months).

Obtain 2nd specialist's letter. 
You may now apply for SRS.

Do you live in BC
 or Ontario?

You will need to pay for SRS
out-of-pocket.  Save up approximately: 

$20,000 if your target sex is female,
$60,000 if your target sex is male.

Apply for SRS funding.

Have enough money?

Arrange an SRS surgeon
 (1 clinic in all of Canada), 

and set a date (12+ months).

Is your SRS
Date <12 months 

Away?

Wait.

Congratulations, you
may now apply for a 

passport with a proper
gender marker.
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B

Obtain a letter from your specialist
supporting your passport application.

Obtain form PPTC 152,  'Request for a
 Canadian Passport Indicating a Sex Other
 Than the Sex Shown on My Documentary

 Evidence of Citizenship'
 (only available in person at passport offices and
not mentioned on Passport Canada's website).

Complete all passport forms** and pay
 the full-price passport fee ($87).

Wait up to 6 months for processing of 
special request passport.

Congratulations!  You now have a passport with
an appropriate gender marker.  However, it will expire

 in only two years and cannot be extended5.  In order to 
obtain a permanent passport you must have 

a birth certificate with the appropriate marker**, which
 requires SRS in all provinces.  

Congratulations! 
You may now be able to fly

internationally from Canada, provided the
airline gate agents do not question your

gender presentation*.

1.Respective provincial government websites list requirements for changing the driver's license sex marker.
2. While courts may allow protections for transgender people to be read-in under the clause for sex discrimination, this has only been challenged in a
 few provinces and as such, it is more likely that the trans person would be fired and then begin a court case, rather than be protected from the outset.
  This has occurred even in provinces where trans protections under the sex clause have already been established.
3. Figures taken from the National Center for Transgender Equality's 2011 report 'Injustice at Every Turn' American data is quoted here because no
 equivalent Canadian survey exists.  Retrieved from http://transequality.org/PDFs/Executive_Summary.pdf  
4. Toronto's CAMH clinic and Edmonton's clinic do not accept time spent in RLE not under the direct supervision of their programs, or require an
 additional full year under their program at minimum.  Retrieved from
 http://www.camh.net/Care_Treatment/Program_Descriptions/Mental_Health_Programs/Gender_Identity_Clinic/gender_identity_criteriasurgery.html 

5. Official response from an inquiry to Passport Canada: A limited validity passport may be issued in an assumed sex to an applicant who provides
 medical documentation indicating that he or she will be undergoing sex reassignment surgery in the next twelve months. Please be advised that the
 passport will be valid for two years and will not be extended.

* Note nothing prevents non-trans individuals (e.g. feminine men or masculine women) from being challenged as well.
**Personal situations may make this more complicated (e.g. born in a different province or country, or lack of other forms of documentation).

http://transequality.org/PDFs/Executive_Summary.pdf
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